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This is the rest of the story. As industry has
begun to pull carbon dioxide out of the
atmosphere and store it in underground
reservoirs, we also have the option to not
burn the coal of fossilized dead forests.
Alternative sources of energy to generate
electricity are available. We also have the
option to prevent the destruction of the
living forests (and their associated ecosystems) that produce much of the oxygen
that humans and other organisms need to
exist. The carbon in coal can also be used to
make other common “clean” products. Coal
may then become “clean coal” after all and
not just an oxymoron with visions of
becoming germane economically.
China, Australia, Russia, India, the Asia
Pacific region, and the United States have
large coal resources, but they are currently
committed for burning to generate
electricity, putting huge quantities of particulates, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,
mercury and other contaminants into the
atmosphere (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 - A Coal-Fired Power Plant

The United Nations has formalized bold
opposition to burning coal in a recent press
release10, but the Asia Pacific region is
largely dependent at present on coal, rather
than wind and solar resources, and even
these currently have serious drawbacks25.
Coal in its most common natural form is
composed primarily of carbon consisting of
decomposed and fossilized organic material
from plants and animals that lived millions of
years ago. This material has been metamorphosed into rock or densely packed sediment by heat and pressure from being
buried thousands of feet below the surface.
Coal forms in stages, starting with organic
mud, progressing through metamorphism
successively (given sufficient heat and overlying pressure) to lignite, bituminous coals,
and ultimately anthracite coal (the metamorphic version of carbon). Graphite forms
as a result of organic material or limestone
undergoing even greater heat and pressure
at depth over an even longer period of time.
In discussions with an associate a few
months ago (James L. Conca, Ph.D.), as we
were finishing a report on our investigations
of using nuclear systems to generate
electricity to power the 2nd space race that
has just begun 4, 5, page 182, we realized the
importance of carbon-based materials that
were on the verge of replacing many
products made of less sturdy materials,
especially those applications requiring
materials that provide superior strength and
protection from radiation. These materials
have applications in products on Earth as
well. 7
A shift in the paradigm is afoot it seems.
Carbon derived from coal is becoming more
important than wood and petroleum
products as feedstock to make common
products that society uses every day. Carbon
formulations can replace wood, some
metals, and some plastics, the latter once
considered to be “the future” by a family
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friend providing advice in the movie The
Graduate. The new material of the future
comes from coal and other carbon-rich
materials such as graphite. One word,
carbon, will carry many present graduates to
a rewarding future but plastics will still be
needed as well.
We re-discovered the merit of using carbon
products to replace the need to harvest
trees and produce petroleum that are used
currently to manufacture wood-based and
plastic-based products, such as furniture,
utility poles, building construction materials,
and a host of other products. Carbon-rich
natural resources no longer need to be
burned for the purpose of generating
electricity but can be used as a feedstock to
formulate carbon fiber and carbon nanotubes and cages (microscopic structures of
graphene that we’ll define later) that are
already used in reinforced plastics, heatresistant carbon composites, many cellphone components, batteries, fishing rods,
golf club shafts, bicycle frames, sports car
bodies, the fuselage of the Boeing 787
Dreamliner, and pool cue sticks. Carbon is
also used to reinforce concrete and gray cast
iron and many other products, such as
carbon rods used as a neutron moderator in
nuclear reactors to control the rate of
fission.
Carbon is also used in components for
heating nuclear fuel and in the cool-down
process, and can absorb heat up to 3,000
degrees Celsius (that’s about 5,432 degrees
Fahrenheit) without any significant signs of
deterioration.22 Refractory crucibles for hightemperature are also made of graphite as
well as in the manufacture of electrodes for
many industrial applications, e.g., the aluminum and steel smelting industries.
Chairs and other furniture could be made
from reformulated coal that could seat an
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elephant, last a hundred years, and be of any
form and shape conceived of by the
designer, even the cushions that go with
them. Using high-carbon materials formulated for building materials would also
minimize building fires and damage by high
winds, and even replace gypsum wallboard
to improve energy conservation within
homes and interior strength of materials.
Even as we move off-world in the coming
decades, carbon products of high density
and strength will likely become more useful
in exploration activities to protect human
habitation and electronics from radiation
and from various types of inherent stresses
in orbit or encountered in building structures
on or under the surface of the Moon,
asteroids, and even Mars.8 Some form of
carbon material will also be needed to make
the 28,000 miles of carbon-fiber belts
required in building the first space elevator,
see Figure 2. 5, page 201

Figure 2 - Artist's Conception of the Space Elevator
15
Hoagland

The production of carbon for use in
consumer products would likely maintain or
increase employment in the current coal and
graphite industry and in the associated new
carbon-based industries that formulate and
manufacture new carbon products.
Underground mining of coal could be put off
until it could be accomplished by robotic
miners without the need for the continuous
presence of humans underground in typically
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methane-rich and therefore potentially
explosive and otherwise unhealthy environments.

It is apparent that coal and associated
carbon-rich natural resources such as lignite
can be converted to high-grade carbon
through industrial heat and pressure,
producing material similar to the naturally
occurring anthracite coal and graphite.18, 24,
and 33

Graphite is a natural mineral that consists of
carbon that forms only two bonds with other
carbon atoms. This means it has free
electrons, and for that reason it is a good
conductor of electricity as well as a strong
material. In addition, graphite exists in
layers. This enables one layer to slip over
another layer, making graphite an excellent
lubricant. Also, since there are free electrons
to absorb light, graphite is black. Blocks of
formulated, fine-grained carbon (like carbon
black used in copying machines) could also
be used in new 3-D printing that has been
developed recently to make all manner of
large and small products out of carbon
materials.
Graphite is composed of thousands of layers
of graphene. It is used in pencil “leads” (the
lead’s hardness is adjusted by altering the
associated clay content). One can split the
microscopic layers of graphene in graphite
by marking with a pencil on paper and
applying Scotch Tape over the mark and then
pulling off the tape. You will see a graphene
layer showing on the tape and on the
paper.23 For scale, there are still thousands
of layers of graphene below those one can
see.
There are other forms of carbon, but these
are not commonly available on Earth. These
forms include Buckminster fullerene and
several cage and tubular varieties that can
be made artificially and offer promise for
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future applications.9 Meteorites also contain
graphene in the form of “buckyballs”, and
lunar soils consisting of meteorite impact
dust will likely also contain large amounts of
graphene (and carbyne to be discussed
later), in addition to helium-3. 5, page 182. It is
clear that these carbon materials are
becoming increasingly important natural
resources and are useful resources driving
the expansion of a new carbon-based
industry, not only in the nuclear industry but
in many other industries as well.26
Graphene appears at the atomic-scale like
chicken wire made of carbon atoms and
their covalent bonds (see Figure 3). Most
importantly, graphene is the strongest
material widely available in nature. 1

Figure 3 - The regular framework structure of carbon atoms in
graphene sheets. (TEM images). Image credits NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology) and Cabot Corporation 3

The regular structure of stacked graphene
sheets show patterns within larger periodic
Moiré patterns (see Figure 3). Discontinuities and defects in the stacked sheets can
produce subtle strains, bulges or wrinkles as
seen in transmission electron micrographs
of graphene nanoplatelets consisting of only
a few layered graphene sheets.
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These structures impart different properties
to materials that can enhance performance
in composites, batteries, electronics, and
many other products (see Figure 4).

Figure 4 - Chicken Wire Pattern with Variations in the Grid.

Graphene is an incredible submicroscopic
material, and is:
•

the strongest material in nature (200
times stronger than steel by weight),

•

able to be mixed with other materials
like plastics and cements,

•

highly flexible,

•

the thinnest useable material in the
world (100,000,000 stacked sheets is
less than an inch),

•

a better heat and electricity conductor
than copper,

•

a material that can replace silicon in
semi-conductors,

•

a material that revolutionizes solarpower collection, and

•

a material that dramatically improves
the performance of lithium-ion
batteries.

The race is now on to commercialize
graphene as an integral part of the nanotechnology industry. China is leading the
race at present. American companies have
entered the race as well, especially since
Campbell, Campbell, King and Wise, 2014

there are substantial security implications
and increasingly important applications of
graphene.11 Its ultra-thin structure allows
for sheets of the material to be stacked to
increase energy storage and possibly
double the current capacity of the new
ultracapacitors.12 A graphene-based core
additive has been developed for various
types of high-energy density lithium-ion
battery applications. This is a new
technology platform that helps lithium-ion
battery manufacturers achieve superior
performance.3
Graphene-based products are in development and are actively being studied in
Europe, but Asia and the U.S. are currently
leading when it comes to patent publications - even though it was pioneered in
Britain.9 Universities, corporations (IBM
and others) and governments in Asia,
Europe and North America are leading the
effort. Industry and Wall Street are
beginning to gear up for a new materials
future (Example: Cabot Corporation,2 and
others 1 and 21).
In another university-Industrial effort, a
successful demonstration of a new direct
carbon fuel cell design was carried out
recently at the University of Queensland
and by Direct Energy in Australia.31 The
demonstration indicated the apparent
commercial integrity and viability of the
unit, together with its scalability. The
carbon fuel cells operate through a simple
electrochemical reaction without excessive
fumes and without combustion.
The University researchers have refined the
extrusion and manufacture of the fuel cell
tubes to commercial grade quality. These
tube extrusions contain the essential
anode, electrolyte and cathode materials
that are the key component in the
Page 4
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conversion of gasified coal to power. A
relatively small unit can replace large
boilers, turbines and generators – noise
free, no moving parts, minimal emissions
and using half the amount of coal for the
same output (which means double the
electrical efficiency of a traditional coalfired power plant).32 This is another
approach to using carbon but without
combustion to generate electricity; the
costs for such clean energy appear to be
reasonable after all.
So it is now apparent that carbon can be
used to generate power and manufacture
everyday products including those utilizing
microscopic electronics that will have a
large impact on society in the years to
come.14 and 29 But that’s not the whole
story. The strongest known material in the
world may have recently been replaced
with an even stronger material.

Researchers from Rice University have
calculated the properties of a little-studied
form of carbon known as carbyne, and
they've determined that it should have a
specific strength surpassing that of any
other known material. 1 and 16
The new study shows that carbyne, made
up of a chain of carbon atoms linked by
alternate triple and single bonds or
consecutive double bonds, is actually twice
as strong as graphene, and exhibits unusual
characteristics that make it appealing for a
wide range of uses.17 and 20 However,
carbyne has also been detected in interstellar dust and meteorites, likely the result
of the high temperatures and pressures
experienced in those environments, and
the Rice study indicates synthesizing it here
on Earth has proven to be difficult. It may
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be in more abundance on the lunar surface
and on passing asteroids. Sampling will tell
us when we visit those sites sometime this
decade.
New technology being developed using old
resources (i.e. coal and graphite) is paving
the way in some unexpected directions.10
They will likely be important to industry for
years to come in producing new building
materials, developing new nanotechnology
for the electronics industry, or in the field
of medicine. The possible uses are vast.
Flat screen TVs as thin as Saran Wrap...
nanotechnology devices that would put the
power of a supercomputers in the palm of
your hand... and very small brain implants
that may combat Alzheimer's19, as well as a
graphene-scale radio28, to name just a few
new applications under development today.
The carbon present in refined coal tar has
been used for many years in the
manufacture of industrial chemicals, such
as creosote oil, naphthalene, phenol, and
benzene. Ammonia gas recovered from
coke ovens is used to manufacture
ammonia salts, nitric acid and agricultural
fertilizers. Thousands of different products
have coal or coal by-products as common
household constituents: soap, aspirins,
solvents, dyes, plastics and various fibers,
such as rayon and nylon.27
Coal is also an essential ingredient in the
production of specialist products, such as:
•

Activated carbon - used in filters for
water and air purification, in kidney
dialysis machines, and in gold and silver
recovery operations associated with
mining,
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•

Carbon fiber (Graphene Assemblies) an extremely strong but light weight
reinforcement material used in
construction, mountain bikes and
tennis rackets, etc.,33

•

Silicon metal – carbon is used to
produce silicones and silanes, which
are in turn used to make lubricants,
water repellents, resins, cosmetics, hair
shampoos and toothpastes, etc.

Not only are many products derived from
reformulated coal useful in the world
today, but by moving away from burning
coal, the transitioning to additional nuclear
power systems in the form of either largescale plants or in the form of small modular
reactors that will soon be coming down the
road on a trailer truck or rail-road car, will
finally come into their own, driven by the
merits of their economy and outstanding
safety record (see Figure 5).

operation and maintenance demands of
their moving parts. The transition from
burning coal to other reliable energy
sources (like natural gas and nuclear
power) will likely be slow because industry
cannot change quickly unless companies
are placed on an emergency footing.
However, a large number of coal-fired
plants are still in the planning stage for
construction in the U.S.30 Such changes in
our energy usage may not become
widespread in this decade, but they
certainly will be apparent in the decades
ahead.
So, in the big picture, coal has been used
since the days of the cave man.6 Coal (in
making steam) drove the industrial
revolution. It is useful today, and will be
more so in the foreseeable future in driving
a new, repurposed carbon industry, but
just not for burning.
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Figure 5 - A Nuclear Power Plant with Water-Cooling Towers and
the Beginning of the Electrical Grid in the Area.

The alternative energy sources of wind and
solar will continue to be tested to determine if they can have a significant place in
the energy picture (after government
subsidies are removed), and whether they
can be scaled up to meet the needs in
other than remote areas away from
national power grids and meet the
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